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Questions for MRW

Good morning, Bruce, thanks for forwarding these questions to MRW.
Best,
Erica
What is the conclusion that 80 °/o of job growth will be attributable to bill savings based
on? What are the inputs and methodology for arriving at 80 °/o?
The technical study for Clean Power SF (whose program will be half the size of
Alameda's), projects (p. 138) the creation of 4600 local construction jobs. Likewise, the
Silicon Valley Community Choice Energy technical study projects (p.37), for a program
one-fifth the size or Alameda's, 370 local construction jobs. By contrast, our study
projects 80 local construction jobs. What factors account for such a huge discrepancy?
Given that Bay Area Smart Energy 2020 (p.108) estimates enough residential and
commercial rooftops to house 3764 MW of solar (enough to meet total electricity
demand), why is the local development scenario pegged at 10 °/o?
What is the basis underlying the assertion of a 15 °/o premium for local solar and a 55 °/o
premium for small-scale solar? Do those figures represent up-front or levelized costs?
Can the study incorporate the recent analysis by the Rocky Mountain Institute
demonstrating that community-scale solar costs can be reduced by 40 °/o?
Does the energy efficiency analysis include demand side management activities such as
peak load shaving, dynamic pricing and storage? Please identify which DSM tactics were
incorporated.
Given Bay Area Smart Energy 2020's conclusion (pp. 72-84) that 23 °/o demand reduction
can be achieved via demand side management and 30 °/o through energy conservation,
why does the study propose a tiny lOMW demand reduction by 2030?
Where does the $3.5M figure for energy efficiency program admin funds come from
(slide 20)?
Is EBCE entitled to claim the $26M in public program purchase charges paid by Alameda
customers or does that automatically go to PG&E?
Does the projected energy efficiency budget include potential cap & trade revenue that
the program may be eligible to spend?
Does the model presume that energy efficiency savings will reduce customers' bills or be
captured by and reinvested in program?
Does the GHG reduction analysis include GHG savings from demand reduction?
Do the analyses of GHG reductions, bill savings and economic benefits assume that the
program engages in integrated power planning?
Does the study make any assumptions about the 0/o of PG&E's load that will depart for
Community Choice programs (ours and others) between now and 2030? How would
significant load departure affect any of the modeling?
Slide 24 notes that FY2016 construction trade prevailing wage is 19 °/o higher - please
clarify-higher than what?
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